Introducing the ES 6400, a completely new high-speed duplicator that makes duplicating at 64:1 a practical reality. And now, combined with TWINBIN, Electro Sound's unique dual master system, it becomes the world's fastest and most versatile. Electro Sound enhances its reputation for excellence with the ES 6400, a 64:1 duplicator which is easy to operate, simple to maintain, and stands up to the same rugged day-in, day-out production demands for which its predecessors, the 4000 and 6000 series, are famous worldwide. Practical, no hassle duplication of product in half the time other systems require. Yet producing unsurpassed quality and sound fidelity of finished product. The ES 6400—latest in the product line of the world's largest supplier to the tape duplicating industry. From ELECTRO SOUND.
Advanced Design. The ES 6400 is more than a 64:1 duplicator. It incorporates a large number of advanced design features not available on any other commercial system, conceived both to reduce the cost of duplication and to improve the quality of the duplicated product.

These features include:

• All new 8 MHz bias generator to minimize distortion.
• Single source of bias simplifies biasing, reducing setup time.
• Individual record amplifier cards, separately shielded for each track at each slave, afford unmatched crosstalk separation. Also, separate EO circuitry for each slave allows different slaves to be aligned for different types of tape and/or record heads.
• Additionally, individual bias buffer amps for each track at each slave record head facilitate rapid set-up, simplified maintenance, and minimizes crosstalk.
• Because each slave now contains its own EO and record amplifier, the slave may be removed from or added to service at any time while other slaves are in operation, greatly simplifying system set-up and slave maintenance as well as greatly improving system flexibility.
• New extended range EO circuitry improves overall frequency response.
• New improved cue tone and sequential slave start circuitry eliminates possible transient noise.
• Complete 64:1 conversion kit available to all ES 6000 system users.

There are many more technical improvements in the new ES 6400 system which are too numerous to list, all of which were incorporated to achieve one goal: a 64:1 duplicator with better frequency response, better signal to noise, greater reliability, easier maintainability, rock solid stability, and simpler operation than any other system available. Let us tell you all the facts about how you can produce better product, faster and more economically than with any other duplication approach.
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